TOY# 473

NAME: Banana Peeling Peg Puzzle

PIECES: 6 pieces + board

AGE: 2 years and up

LEVEL: Toddler Preschool

PRICE: $15.00

MANUFACTURE: Melissa and Doug

LINK: https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=268753%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSERVER

DESCRIPTION: 6 wooden puzzle pieces showing the directions of how to peel a banana
1 wooden board

CHILDREN AND PLAY: The puzzle is made of wooden pieces painted with beautiful
colours. The puzzle includes brightly coloured pictures of bananas and the order of how
you peel the skin off of them. The pieces also have pegs for easy grasping.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: Fine Motor
Language Skills
Cognitive Skills
Visual Discrimination
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